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Winter is upon us and for
some this is the time to
hibernate and cosy-up
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adventurous types it’s an
excellent opportunity to
enjoy some extreme outdoor sports.
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magazine is to take you
on a winter journey. Forget about your cold hands
and slippery pavements,
in this edition we will show
you the best ways to keep
warm, including how to

select the best textiles
to help you survive until
spring. We will also show
you how winter can be
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TOP 10

top
10
products

Ski Bags

1

Protects the equipment against mechanical damage and
scratches as well as car upholstery from soiling when transporting
skis from the hotel to the slopes.
It will also be useful when taking
equipment to the slopes or storing
ski equipment off season.

for the
winter
2 Electric Blankets
This popular item from the 90s is
now returning to favor. When connected to the power supply it increases its temperature and becomes
a mobile radiator. It will be useful at
home, on vacation and when travelling . It is also a good alternative to
a hot water bottle. What is important is that it can safely be washed
in a washing machine.

Thermal Insoles

4 Gloves for
Smartphone

These are divided into two basic types
and either work like a thermos (heat is
retained) or produce heat. The first type
are slow to heat up, but the effects remain until removing your shoes. The
second type warm up your feet from the
start of use, but they are not able to retain the heat for more than 30-40 minutes.
Perfect for winter walks.

Well known from previous seasons, this year the company
OCHNIK launched a new product. Gloves, in which you can
freely use your smartphone,
and which at the same time look
great. Made from quality leather
they are an elegant and practical
gadget.

Beard Hat
from Beardo
The combination of what we like, that
is: good design, functionality and
convenience. Made of a yarn beard
which provides protection against
wind, cold and falling snow, it is ideal
for on the slopes. The beard, if necessary, can be detached for use as
a cap off piste.
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TOP 10

Hand Warmers

6

These work on the basis of a solution of sodium
acetate. After breaking the aluminum plaque inside the heater, followed by crystallization of a gel
substance, they begin to emit heat. The heater
works for approximately 30 minutes. To use it
again you have to heat it for approximately 10 minutes in warm water. They are available in a wide
range of shapes and colors.

Hydro Hammock 8

Combined Sleeping
Bag and Jacket

If you like to lie lazily in hot water, you can transform the hammock into a rocking hot tub! The
set includes a pump that fills the
hammock with water and heats
it. In addition, the hammock is
equipped with hydro-massage,
that will make even the largest
wilderness feel like an exclusive
spa!

Something for the fans of winter
camping. This is a warm sleeping
bag which, after waking up, can be
changed into a long jacket with a
hood. The gadget will allow you to
say goodbye to cold mornings and
the need to dig yourself out of a
warm sleeping bag.

7

Four Season Tents 9
This type of tent, can be used for the
whole season, both summer and winter.
The walls are made of double material
and the structure reinforced with an additional mast. As a result, the tent is more
stable and can withstand very strong
winds. An important piece of equipment
is also a vent stack that allows cooking
inside the tent.

Thermoactive
Shirts

10

Their task is to drain excess perspiration
from the skin surface to allow it to remain dry. The moisture is discharged to the
outer layer material and evaporated. This
action provides the wearer with thermal
comfort, even in conditions of increased
physical activity. T-shirts are especially
good in all winter sports.
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INNOVATIONS

Europlasma presents DWR nanocoating
technology at Techtextil India 2015
New material was presented in September 2015 at Techtextil trade fair in Mumbai. Nanofics can significantly contribute to the development of many industries.
Europlasma
Based in Belgium Europlasma,
a leader in low pressure plasma
technology, is presenting its durable water repellent (DWR) nanocoating technology for technical textiles under the Nanofics
brand name at Techtextil India
2015 that takes place from 2426 September in Mumbai.
Europlasma’s Nanofics technology is used by a renowned
customer base for the coating

of filtration products, functional
textiles, medical devices and
consumer electronics.
The product refers to nanoscaled functionalization into the
core of complex shaped materials and products, the company
reports.
It is Europlasma’s patented and
patent pending nanocoating
technology platform, first applied on industrial scale in 1996.

Nanofics DWR
The Nanofics DWR is derived
from the Nanofics 110 coatings,
which are said to be highly water
repellent (water contact angle of
110 degrees according to ASTM
D5946) and highly oil repellent
(oil repellency level 6 according
to ISO 14419) nanocoatings deposited by low pressure plasma
technology. These coatings are
also free from harmful PFOA
and PFOS chemicals.

The plasma coatings can be
applied roll-to-roll to fabrics or
membranes, or to finished products, such as shoes, garments
or accessories.

Clean plasma
technology
“We see great interest from
different industries to use Nanofics instead of wet chemical
processing for functionalization
of technical textiles. Customers not only use Nanofics to in-

Nanofics DWR has excellent
hydrophobic properties
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INNOVATIONS

The technology can be used in coating clothing
or electrical devices to be completely waterproof.

crease the performance of their
materials, at the same they want
to reduce their environmental
footprint by using dry and clean
plasma technology,” explained
Peter Martens, Europlasma’s

Sales & Product
Manager
“From several case studies we
have found that our customers,
by using only 1kg of Nanofics
DWR chemical, they can save
the world from 5kg of traditional
wet chemicals, more than 115kg
of waste water, and almost 80kg
of CO2. Nanofics DWR also
eliminates the use of crosslinking agents, chlorides, formaldehyde, and other toxic products.”
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INNOVATIONS

Scientists invent nanotechnology that connects your
brain to a computer

“A mesh that grows with your
brain, it’s essentially a wireless
brain-computer interface. But it’s
also a way to program your
neurons to release certain
chemicals with a thought.
And now, there’s a
neural lace prototype in real life.”

A new science fiction technology has just been invented that
will allow you to wirelessly interface with your computer straight
from your brain.
Recently published in the nature
nanotechnology was a group
of engineers and chemists that
got together to work on a new
ultra-fine mesh nanotechnology
that can merge into your brain.
This connection appears to be
a seamless interface between
biological circuitry and machine.
The device known as “mesh
electronics,” is so thin and flexible that it is able to be injected
with a needle. The scientists
have already tested the new
tech on mice who have not only
survived the procedure, but they
are now thriving. The research-
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ers call the technique and device as “syringe-injectable electronics.”
Scientists said that there are a
lot of potential uses for this new
technology including monitoring
brain wave activity, delivering
treatments to people with brain
disorders such as Parkinson’s,
and possibly even enhancing
the brain’s capabilities.
Devin Powell the Writer for the
paper on this new technology
in the Smithsonian magazine,
says that a number of groups
are now investing in this exciting new research, including the
military.
Backers include Fidelity Biosciences, a venture capital firm
interested in new ways to treat

INNOVATIONS

A 3D microscope
image of the mesh
merging with brain
cells

neurodegenerative
disorders
such as Parkinson’s disease.
The military has also taken
an interest, providing support
through the U.S. Air Force’s Cyborgcell program, which focuses on small-scale electronics
for the “performance enhancement” of cells.
Right now the mice who have
the implants are connected via a

wire to computers. In the future,
however, the technology would
become wireless.
One of the most interesting
parts about this mesh is that
the mouse’s brain was able to
grow around it and formed its
own connections to the wire.
Eventually, the mouse’s brain
accepted the mechanical parts
as a part of its own biochemical
system. Researcher Liber and

his fellow researchers are hoping to begin human testing as
soon as they can, however, it is
likely that it will be many years
from now. It is still interesting to
think that this could be the first
true type of cyborg human brain
enhancing technology.

to control our thoughts so they
weren’t streamed onto the internet but perhaps the benefit
would be having instant access
to all human knowledge within
your own mind.

Can you image being connected to the internet inside of your
brain? I know this sounds crazy and we would have to learn
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SCIENCE INNOVATIONS

INSTITUTE
OF LEATHER INDUSTRY

Laboratory Products, Processes and Environment.

Environmental
Research Laboratory
The Leather Industry Institute is
composed of four laboratories
Each unit carries out research
and projects concerning broadly
defined tests of consumer goods
and raw materials of textiles and
leather.
Environmental Research Laboratory is the accredited laboratory in
Poland with large experience and
knowledge in the field of dyes,
methods of detection and determination them in textile products.
In addition, to the research of
dyes, we mark physico-chemical
parameters (under current regulations), raw materials and consumer goods on the market.
We examine the textile and leath-

er for the presence and
content of aromatic amines
(according to EN 14362 and
ISO / TS 17234), pesticides,
polychlorinated
biphenyls,
chlorophenols, heavy metals,
formaldehyde, solvents or
pentachlorophenol.
We examine toys for the migration of heavy metals in
accordance with EN 71-3;
2013 and chemical organic
compounds according to DIN
EN 71-9-11 and the content
of phthalates.
In Environmental Research
Laboratory located a unique
collection of textile and food
dyes. As the first in Poland,
we detected the presence
of, hazardous type of Sudan
dyes in spices.
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We analyze products for
the detection of adulteration
dyes not approved for use
and the presence of allergenic and carcinogenic dyes. It
also means pigment content
foods.
We have qualified staff and
modern equipment specialist
analytical including:
■ gas chromatograph with
a flame ionization detector
(FID)
■ gas chromatograph with
an electron capture detector
(ECD )
■ gas chromatograph with
a mass detector (GC / MS)
■ performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC )
■ atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS)

■ spectrophotometers in the
range of measuring UV, VIS and
IR .
Such apparatus and the ability
to precisely identify allows comprehensively analyze the organic
compounds and mixtures thereof as well as the mean trace
amounts of impurities.
As an accredited laboratory provide high quality research.
Environmental Research Laboratory work in accordance to
system of quality control testing
according to PN - EN ISO / IEC
17025 .
We conduct internal training and
participate in external training,
a collaborative trial, in research
projects , conferences and seminars.

Colorfastness Laboratory
The study covered accredited laboratory
performs research by Polish standards PN,
international ISO, EN and other European
normative provisions:
• color fastness on physical agents - chemical
m.in .: water, washing, bleaching, solvents,
sweat, rubbing, ironing, dry heat treatment
• color fastness to light
• determination of pH textiles
• instrumental evaluation of color fastness
• instrumental determination of concentration
and hue of dyes
• instrumental determination of the relative
degree of whiteness
• measurement of color parameters matte
and high gloss products colored (the measurement geometry D / 8 and 45/0)

• color measurement of fluorescent materials, the PN-EN 471
• Safety color measurement and color reconnaissance - safety signs and the marking paints pipelines
• examining the spectral characteristics of
products colored in the range of 350-2100
nm
Outside the scope of accreditation laboratory performs:
• measurements were based on a spectrophotometer (Beckman, Minolta Macbeth),
which are the determination of reflectance,
transmittance in the wavelength range of
UV, VIS, IR; eg .: study the protective properties (barrier) textile products from UV radiation and determining factor of UPF;
• calculating the reflectance of solar heat

radiation hemispherical based on the spectrophotometer;
• gloss measurement in the laboratory and at
the customer;
• measurement of color parameters in geometry 45/0 customer;
• developing recipes dyeing with the use of
instrumental color measurement along with
performing dyeing processes;
• conducts training in color theory, methods
of measurement and interpretation of color
parameters and scheme of colors, atlases
colors, and how to use them;
• also performs work in the field of nanofiltration,
• Development of coloring agents to impart to
products for the military masking properties,
• preparation of concentrates for the coloring
of polyamide by weight.
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SPONSORED

Fishing: Sport for the demanding
Formerly fishing was one of the basic ways of gaining food, especially in the northern part of Europe. Today it is considered a sport and recreation. Every year the number of fishing amateurs
increasing. In this edition of Tetex Magazine, we will take a look at anglers’ clothing and try to
help you to complete your fishing equipment.
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SPONSORED
Wellingtons
and waders

Coat or jacket

Headgear

These are the basic equipment for anglers. Fishing
areas are wet and there
is often a need to wade
into a lake or other water
area. The kind of boots
required depends on your
style of fishing. Sometimes classic wellingtons
will be enough, whilst at
other times you may need
to plunge in upto the waist.

Their main role is to ensure your thermal comfort. The basic
difference between a coat and a jacket is their length. The jacket gives you greater freedom of movement whilst the coat is a
better rain cover. One of the most important things is noiseless
material which should be silent even during sudden movement.

It will protect you from weather conditions such as
rain, wind and frost. When
choosing the best hat you
should make sure that it doesn’t restrict your visibility.
Also the fabric should be
silent as in the case of jacket. During the winter your
hat ought to have an extra
insulation layer.

Solution
Baleno’s wellington bots
and waders are made
from 100% polyester with
an extra PVC coating. The
fabric is waterproof (up to
10 000 mm of water column), windproof and also
very light. In addition to this,
the seams are strengthened by special tape to ensure that they are watertight.

Solution

Solution
Made from noiseless, waterproof and windproof fabric (polyurethane with a knitwear lining) the jackets and coats from
Baleno are a great proposition for fishing throughout all
four seasons. Flexothane technology results in a light and
strong material with a temperature resistance up to 30oC.

The Southwester hat is
made
with
Flexothane
technology which guarantees silence. An interesting
shape will cover your neck
making you even warmer.
During winter days we reccomend the Bonnet hat
which covers your head
and is also very warm.
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trade fair report

Fast Textile
Trade Fair Report
More than 100 exhibitors from
all over the world attended this
event held in Expo Hall in Ptak
Fashion City.

We visited the International Fabrics and Accessories Trade
Fair - Fast Textile. The primary purpose of our visit was
to learn about the latest industry technologies, improve
knowledge and establish new business contacts, we can
conclude that all of these objectives have been achieved.
We started with listening to two lectures about topics being
close to our interests “Implementation of textile manufactur-

ing, like impact protecting clothes – good practices” given by
the representative to the “MORATEX” - Institute of Security
Technologies, while the Institute of Leather Industry has prepared a presentation about hazardous substances in textiles.
Both lectures, although brief (speakers were given approx. 30 minutes) had high level of professionalism and attracted significant interest in us.
Despite the fact that the fair was not directly dedicated to
technical textiles industry, we were able to find many stalls
where we could watch textile machines in operation and dis-
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trade fair report

Embroidery
machine

cuss with potential business
partners. We also noticed
that except of businessmen
and individuals related to the
textile industry, a large group
of visitors consisted also of
very young people. Such

Rhinestone
machine

a division of the target audience of the fair makes us
very pleased - in these large
areas everyone was able to
find something interesting for
themselves, which demonstrates the multi-dimensional

Quilting
sewing machine

nature of the event.
And for all those who were
there and those who did not
visit it – we kindly recommend next, the third edition
of Fast Textile Fair Trade
this year!
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worth seeing

Quarry Bank
Where time has stood still...

How
you can get to Quarry
Bank?
______________________________
_____________
By cycle: NCN6, 1½ miles. RCR85, ½ mile
By bus: Regular service from Manchester Airport train station and Wilmslow stations on the 200 bus route
By train: Manchester Airport 2 miles; Wilmslow 2 miles
By road: Off B5166, 2 miles from M56, exit 5. Heritage signs from A34 and M56
Parking: 200 yards
Adress: Styal, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 4LA, Great Britain
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worth seeing
As we think about industrial architecture, buildings made from red brick,
surrounded by heavy appliances and complex installations immediately
come to mind. We see large windows and floors made from grey stone.
Although a community of post-industrial architecture buffs is growing at an
quick rate, it must be admitted however that such architecture is usually
associated with a gloomy atmosphere. Quarry Bank is a factory located
in the east part of England in the small village of Styal. Its uniqueness is
related to combining both the industrial character and charm of the surrounding nature.
In its prime time Quarry Bank was the UK’s largest factory producing
cotton, has been founded in the era of the great industrial revolution in
England, in 1784. Founder of the factory, Samuel Greg cared about their
employees and created the entire infrastructure to facilitate everyday life
of his employers. As a result workers built houses, a school and a chapel
were raised around Quarry Bank, also the doctor was brought here to
provide medical care for factory workers. Over a hundred years later this
idea has been implemented again by Karol Scheibler around his factory in Łódź - he created a workers’ neighbourhood called “Księży Młyn”
(„Priest’s Mill”), sometimes also called as „city within a city”. What is interesting for today, at the time of production peak in Quarry Bank dozens
of children from the surrounding neighbourhoods were also employed.
Working conditions were indeed difficult and often dangerous, but many
of very young people wanted to work in a factory because then they had
room and board provided, which their parents or caregivers not always
were able to provide.
The factory operated until 1959 and nearly 50 years later was taken over
by the National Trust, a British organization dedicated to the protection
of historical sites and wildlife. Under the leadership of this organization
Quarry Bank has turned into Museum of the Cotton Industry. The new
owners have made every possible effort to preserve the unique character
of Quarry Bank. The result is a place perfect not only for family walks
and picnics, but also demonstrates how it was like to live and work in the
factory at the time of its glory in 1:1 scale. Visitors have the opportunity
to participate in workshops about cotton spinning, observe operation of
historical machines and watch the original eighteenth-century factory interiors. It’s all performed with the company of museum staff, dressed in
costumes of the era.
Quarry Bank is a place where time has stood still. Going for a walk around
this area, we had an impression to be moved 200 years back in time. This
is not only an area of enormous scientific values, but also an idyllic place
offering true relaxation experience.
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business with tetex

Snowtubing
Idea of a winter business
Winter sports are becoming increasingly
popular. While skiing or snowboarding
need professionally maintained slopes,
downhill using inflatable tube does not
require so advanced infrastructure.
Snowtubing we are speaking of, is basically an improved version of the standard sleigh. Fun is granted by downhill
the snowy or other specially prepared
surface by the inflatable tire. For those
interested in running a seasonal business it is a great possibility - large initial
budget to start the business is not required and storage of equipment during
the summer does not need too much
space.

Where to start?
First we must consider what kind of services we want to offer. Available choices
are:
■ city closed events
■ mountain areas with
professional ski lifts
■ custom places with fairly steep slopes.
For city closed events just only tubes are
not enough, you also need a construction to slide down. Price range depends
on its size and is from a few to dozen or
so thousand pounds. Don’t forget about
construction transport and storage costs.
The most professional snowtubing
tracks are equipped with a special lift
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Winter sports are becoming more and more
popular. While skis or a snowboard need professionally prepared slopes, inflatable tire
does not require as advanced infrastructure.

business with tetex

for easy getting to the top of the track.
Opening such lift for your own, the cost
of its operation and space rental are
really large amount of money. For this
reason it is worth to contact with the
popular ski resorts and see whether they
need subcontractors to provide downhill
equipment, leasing the downhill infrastructure downhill only.
These two variants described above are
comfortable solution, because basically
do not need any marketing campaigns to
operate. When you are a subcontractor
for such an event or lease of a lift, you do
not need to worry about everything else this type of attractions advertise on their
own and you can be sure that there will
be no shortcoming of customers.
The last option is to purchase the equipment only and renting it to organized
groups or institutions. This option is the
cheapest, but requires a lot of effort in
looking for new customers. The potential market are corporate social events,
winter camps and outdoor schools or
you can also create an offer dedicated to
organized groups of friends. You should
have several places to offer for snowtubing, but you must also be open to new
ideas raised by customers. Your task is
then limited to delivery of the equipment
to the right place and take it back after
the agreed time.

Costs
The cost of one tube is approx. £ 10.
You should always make sure that the
purchased product has all appropriate
certificates. Do not save on safety. The
equipment must be safe and sturdy because in a typical season few hundred
people will use it for snowtubing. Best
tubes are made from good quality PVC.
Number of tubes to buy depends on your
business plan, for small operations approx. 20 tubes should be enough for a
beginning.

Prices for the cheapest option - renting
of equipment for events should always
be agreed with the organizer depending
on the number of people interested in
snowtubing, place of event and time of
rental. Prices may vary from £10 to even
£50 per person per one hour of snowtubing. For medium-sized group of people
you can assume that the purchase of
equipment will pay for itself after the first
event ends.
For city closed events or near lifts additional costs of infrastructure should
be taken into account, but the most
cost-effective solution (both for you and
your customers) will be charge for each
downhill. You can offer vouchers for several rides at lower prices, etc.

You should also take advertising costs into
account while determining budget. Assuming winter season lasts approx. 3 - 4 months,
take advantage of marketing opportunities to
the maximum.
The average budget for advertising your
company on Internet should range from £100
to £400.
Also remember about creating a professional
website and business cards, as well as the
fact that the seasonal business need to take
care of customers and clients.
The company that invited you to cooperate
during current season will probably invite
your next year, if I you manage to comply with
their expectation.
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hot topic

Ice Wind Surfing
Thrill Seekers Dream
The thrill of ice
wind surfing

If you are passionate about extreme sports you will
love ice wind surfing! Ice wind surfing or ice-surfing
as it sometimes known is a hybrid of snowboarding,
ice-skating and windsurfing. It is definitely not for the
faint-hearted.
Invented by Canadian windsurfers who longed to
practise their sport during a particularly harsh winter,
ice wind surfing is now popular in northern Scandinavia where frozen lakes provide the ideal venue.

The art of “snowferring”
Although using a similar technique to wind surfing,
wind ice surfing (or snowferring as it is sometimes
called) offers the opportunity to go faster as the snow
and ice offer far less resistance than water. It is also
comparatively easy to learn as a mistake results in
a tumble in the ice rather than a fall in the water. An
experienced “snowfer” can reach speeds of over 70
mph on a frozen lake and speeds of 100mph have
been recorded.
The Ice snow boards are smaller than surf boards
and are fitted with four blades similar to those found
on ice-skates.

The essential ice
windsurf outfit
For this type of sport it is critical that your body is
properly protected. Choose a decent pair of knee
pads, and make sure you have good spine and shoulder protection as well as a helmet.
Don’t forget about your hands too. The latest gloves
are made from a combination of modern materials
and offer protection from the elements as well as flexibility.Having a u material such as ultra-thin Toughtek
on the palms will allow for maximum dexterity whilst
ensuring that you can hold on type due to the non-slip
nature of the material. When used in combination with
neoprene, the neoprene offers protection from with
the wind and cold.
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hot topic

The art of Skyaking
Kayaking on snow
If you love riddles you will love this one.
What do you get when you mix speed-riding, snow-boarding and kayaking? The
answer is snow-speed-yakking of course!
Also known as skyaking, this sport, which
combines snowboarding, speed-riding and
kayaking is rather extreme even for fans of
extreme sports.
You may wonder how it is possible to combine three such extreme sports but the
person who devised this mad sport, Miles
Daisher, seems to think it is simply a short
step from kayaking and speed-racing.
Mind you Miles, a member of the Red Bull
Air Force Team, has never been considered what you might call sane.

Flying over snow
The sport in essence involves flying a boat
out of a plane and over snow, so how does
it work? Mike had already experimented
with launching his kayak out of a plane and
so decided to take it one step further by
trying it out in the mountain. He puts his
speed-riding rig on and then jumps down
onto the kayak managing to steer the wing
with his hands and harness whilst steering
the boat with his feet and hips. Of course,
it may sound simple but it really is a great
feat of both bravery and balance.
Mile’s first attempt was in Pebble Creek
Idaho in winter 2014. He hiked up the Red
Mountain carrying his boat on his back in
a kayak portage pack and then flew down
using an 11m speed-riding kayak, He explained that the kayak adds another 20 Kg
to the overall weight so it was important to
make sure that the wing load was correct.
According to Miles, and contrary to what
you might expect, the trickiest part is not
the landing but the take off, but once he is
airborne it is plain sailing – or should that
be plain skiing?

The next challenge
If this has inspired you to try kayaking make
sure you are properly clothed. Wearing moisture-wicking breathable clothes may look cool,
but they will not offer much protection against
cold winds or water spray. Investing in waterproof and windproof clothes is a sound investment and you will be eternally grateful if you
fall in! Modern designs tend to based around

a neoprene jersey mix which allows freedom of movement and flexibility whilst
maintaining a snug fit.
As for Miles, he has already decided what
his next challenge will be.
He intends to find a lake where he can
snow-speed-yak, skip along the water,
and then bounce out to snow again! Rather him than me!
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are you ready for snowkiting ?
Have you heard about snowkiting? This
fun sport is a natural progression from
either downhill skiing, kite-boarding or
snowboarding. It is more accessible than
kiteboarding because it requires less wind.
Since it can be done in any open, snow
covered space it avoids the need to travel
to a ski resort or pay for a ski-lift. It is also
far easier to learn than kite-boarding because there is no need to fight waves or
struggle to stand up in the water.

Getting started
The best way to start is flying a 2 line kit
using a foil trainer kit. This allows you to
practise launching and landing the kite as
well as gaining insight into how the kite
gains power. A 3m foil trainer kite is more
than big enough for 180 lb for winds of up
to 20 mph on either hard packed snow or
ice.
If you are an experienced rider you prefer a
larger kite but in general the kite size is dependent not only on rider weight and snow
conditions but also on whether you are trying to achieve a personal jump record or
are happy to simply cruise stick to a limit of
15 mph until they feel comfortable.

Choosing a kite
Like most wind sports the type of kite or
“sail” used influences the speed of the kite.
The choice usually depends on the speed
of the wind, the rider’s weight and ability.
The depth or lack of snow can also have
an impact as deep snow requires far more
power than ice.
Choosing a kite can be confusing for
a novice. Open cell foils are the least expensive and are extremely durable They
can fly on two, three or four lines and in
many cases the three and four lines can
be reverse launched if nose downward
in snow. The downside is that their wind
range is limited and they struggle in gusty
winds.Bow shaped or SLE inflatables have
a huge power range with a built in safety
system and, unlike the cell kites are suita-22- | TETEX magazine | more at www.tetex.com

ble on water as well as land but are prone
to damage from sharp twigs. Framed stunt
kites also make a great starter kite, especially for children but the power is very
limited.
Kites are often made from Dacron which
is non-transparent material and easy to
pack. Monofilm is also used and can be
more responsive but has to be removed
from the rig each time it is used.

Let’s go snowkiting!
The last decision is whether to use skis or
snowboards. Skis allow may allow you to
manoeuvre your feet and control the kite
but are not necessarily more fun. Snowboards have a definite advantage near water though and ideally find a lake with 4-6
inches of snow. If you fall, snow is much
softer than ice. Happy snowkiting!

hot topic

How to buy an Ice Boat?

What is an ice Boat?
Featuring large sails and small hulls, ice
boats have a unique design. They consist
of a perpendicular cross piece, known as
the runner plank, which is attached to the
hull. Three skates, or runners, are then
fastened onto either end of the plank, with
the third one being located at the front of
the hull.

smaller ice-boats can achieve of 50-60
mph whilst “Skeeters” which are ultramodern designs made from high tech
materials such as Kevlar and carbon fibre
can achieve speeds of over 100 mph.
The skipper has to either sail directly into
the wind or reduce the size of the sail in
order to reduce speed. Although the ice
boat is fitted with brakes these are only
used for parking.

The power of wind

Buying an ice boat

Ice boats, or ice yachts as they are also
known, rely on wind catching their sails in
order to move. Ice boats are able to travel
up to five times the speed of wind due to
the sail design and the low friction levels
between the ice and the runners. Ice free
of snow offers the best movement. The

If the idea of sailing across ice has
captured the imagination, you may wish
to consider buying an ice boat. One of
the first questions to ask is whether or not
the boat has been used recently. Boats
in recent use tend to be in much better
condition than those which have been

in long term storage. Rust, dry rot and
missing parts can occur if the storage is
not correct.
Inspect the rigging and fittings to make
sure all the wires are intact and look out for
nicks and rust on the runners. It is always
a good idea to check out the steering to
make sure there isn’t excessive play and
look for any signs of wear and tear on the
sail or damage to the hull.
Ice boat clubs, which are popular in
Eastern America and Canada as well as
Europe, are a great place to start. They
organise events and club racing always
tends to be far safer than solo cruising.

Happy Sailing!
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Wingsuit Flying
What is
wingsuit flying?

How does
the wingsuit work?

Based on skydiving, wingsuit flying is an
extreme sport requiring skill as well as
bravery. If you have ever seen skydivers who
look like flying bats you may already have
seen wingsuit flying. It involves the use of a
special outfit called a wingsuit. This allows
the wingsuiter to control their forward speed,
lift and direction of flight by using their body,
although, of course, this can take years to
perfect.

The wingsuit, which is also known as a
squirrel suit or birdman suit, features two
arm wings and a leg wing. These are
supported by inflatable pressurised cells
made of nylon. The overall surface area of
the skydivers is increased when they are
wearing the suit which gives them greater
lift and allows them to fly for longer. They
can cover vast horizontal distances at
decreased descent speeds in comparison
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with traditional skydivers and consequently
are able to stay in freefall for longer.
Many of the latest wingsuit designs include
Glide Skin™. GlideSkin™ is a highly
flexible, wrinkle-free and durable material
which is ideal for this application, especially
when using a static (non-flexible) internal
construction to prevent deformation. The
latest, cutting edge designs, usually feature
a layer of AirMesh™ sandwiched in between.
This is non-flexible and prevents stretching
or deformation in the leading edge. The
resulting material allows flexibility in the wrist
area whilst maintaining a stable profile.

hot topic
The joy of wingsuiting
Proficient wingsuiters can achieve horizontal
speeds of up to 220 mph whilst maintaining
descent speeds of 25 mph. This is 80%
lower than that of regular skydivers.
Regardless of whether they are jumping
from a plane or from a mountain, wingsuiters
use parachutes to control their descent
in the same way that skydivers do. This is

necessary because the wingsuit alone
doesn’t provide sufficient lift for landing.
Although the wingsuiter has a hand
mounted altimeter to measure the altitude
an audible warning device is also fitted to
the helmet. On descent the hands need to
be free to control the parachute lines which
act as brakes. The leg wing also needs ot
be unzipped prior to landing to enable the
wingsuiter to run during landing.

Future developments
Windsuiting is an exciting sport which has
become increasingly popular in recent
years. It has lead to many new disciplines
in skydiving including artistic (acrobatic),
proximity flying and flocking (group flying),
performance (parachute/wing formations) as
well as base wingsuiting.
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How to choose
ski jacket?
When it comes to choosing a ski jacket does price really matter or is it possible to get a comparable product for
considerably less money? To test this out theory out we compared three different ski jackets ranging from £45 up
to £360. The results are shown in the table below:
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Extreme sports such as snowboarding and skiing which
take place in cold conditions require specialist clothing
designed specifically to offer protection from the elements.
Conclusion
As you can see from the results, there is very little difference in terms of materials or the construction of ski
jackets when the price increases. The only significant difference is that in the case of the Meo and Whitemount
Ski Jackets the design features far more pockets than the Your Turn Active Snowboard Jacket.
In terms of style the Whitemount Ski Jacket has several interesting touches such as the contrasting zip on the
pockets but can this really justify the price tag of £360?
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All about polypropylene
Polypropylene is one of the most widely used plastic in
the world.
What are the main properties
of polypropylene?
Polypropylene is lightweight and flexible
but can also be produced in a semi-rigid
form. In its raw form it is translucent but
can be coloured. It has a tough material
with good chemical resistance. It has good
fatigue resistance, integral heat resistance
and heat resistance.
Apart from the above characteristics,
polypropylene
(PP)
has
excellent
electrical and chemical resistance at
higher temperatures. Other benefits
of polypropylene are that it doesn’t
deteriorate in the presence of bacteria or
absorb water and so is ideal for use in
locations requiring a sterile environment.

Where is
polypropylene used?

What is polypropylene
Polypropylene is a thermoplastic polymer
which is both tough and durable. Made from
the polymerization of propylene gas in the
presence of a catalyst system it is becoming
increasing popular, even replacing more
traditional materials such as wood or metal.
It is inexpensive to make and can be
produced in a variety of weights and forms.
An extremely versatile material it is suitable
for use in a wide range of applications and
industries.
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Polypropylene is very versatile and as it
can be made in different forms is suitable
for use in many different applications. As
it doesn’t contain BPA (bisphenol A) it is
safe for use with both children and a food
product so is used extensively for the
food packaging.It is also used extensively
in the textile industry for the production
of garments and household furnishings
as well as carpets. Since it isn’t affected
by bacteria it is used widely in medical
applications. It has a low level of electrical
conductivity which means that it can be
used effectively in electronic products and
it is also used on the construction industry.
In fact, it is really quite amazing how many
ways in which polypropylene can be used!

summary

Summary
of the quarter
At the end of each quarter we pres-

The Best Brand

ent you with the most innovative
solutions, the most sold products
and most popular articles. Each of
the brands which are in our network
has the opportunity to publish one
article in the next edition of Tetex
Magazine for free.

It is the techtextile branch of the Belgian industry. The specialty of SIOEN is spinning, weaving and coating, the manufacturing of garments, the production of fine chemicals and
the processing of technical textiles.

Most Popular
Article

Bestseller

New
Product

The Best
Offer

Mine
Detector

Cloud-Capped
Umbrella

Leather
Smartphone Gloves

Rolplan - tarpaulins,
tents, large format
printing

The most popular article on Tetex.com was the story of a mine
detector which is both useful
and aesthetic. The construction was designed by Massoud
Hassani and it can detonate
anti-personnel mines. This detector won prizes at many prestigious design festivals.

Cloudy autumn and winter create a high demand for umbrellas. Our clients were most interested in umbrellas with a blue
sky overprint. It is quite obvious – they can make you smile,
even during rainy weather!

A combination of classic elegance and functionality. The
gloves from the OCHNIK collection make the usage of touch screens easier. This product is a great alternative to
ugly, material gloves for touch
screens.

Rolplan company has been
operated in the market since
2002. The company engages
in production of high quality car
tarpaulins. The headquarters is
located in Kleczew, Poland.
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trade fairs

THE MOST INTERESTING
WINTER TRADE FAIRS
12/14
February

BOATEX - Poznan
Fair of floating equipment
and water sports

15/18
February

TEXWORLD - Paris
Fair of textiles and knitwear

10/13
March

Wind & Water - Warsaw
The Largest exhibition event of
the water sports and recreation

15/17
March

TECHTEXTIL - Moscow
Fair of technical textiles

25/27
March

Intertextile - Shanghai
Trade of the highest quality
textiles, apparel
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